Restful Retreats…Relaxation Awaits
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Alluring and exotic, transparent mesh when draped above a bed or sitting area,
can transform any space into a tropical oasis. Light and breezy, this functional
floaty fabric allows air to freely flow in, keeps insects at bay and creates a dreamy
ambiance that evokes a sense of rest and relaxation. Showcasing the versatility
of this see-through material, we have selected a few rooms that just may inspire
you to turn one of your favorite spots into a soothing seaside sanctuary.

A Coastal Refuge
Vibrant blue walls accompanied by a white lounge chair accessorized
with plush pillows and adorned with a curtain of billowy soft cloth, gives
the sensation of being suspended on a cloud. Decorated with treasures
from the sea, this room features elements of the sky and water, making it
feel like a perfect day at the beach.
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Sheer Splendor
Luxurious and elegant, this private suite featuring a four-poster canopy bed
dressed in creamy chiffon fabric would make any guest feel like royalty.
Keeping the curtains neutral around the sleeping area complements the room
and creates a tranquil and soothing
environment. Turquoise pillows add
a touch of coastal charm while open
shutters bring forth the light and the
fresh summer air.

An Afternoon Escape
A cascading waterfall of sheer white
gauze is the main focal point in
this humble suite. Drawing the eye
toward its magnificent descent, it
brings the brightness of summer
into the space and makes a dramatic
statement against the dark wood
walls. Open windows add to the
serene environment, allowing the
cool gulf breeze to wander in and
permeate the room.
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Whimsical Duet
Fanciful and fun, this twin
set of tied-up tulle suspended
from the rafters serves a dual
purpose. When gathered up
and secured, the duo adds
an enchanting décor quality
while allowing full access
to the room during the day.
In the evening, the material
can be released, transforming
the space into a comfortable,
cozy refuge.
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